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 Staten Island, one of the 5 boroughs in New York City, is located in the southwest area of 

the city. Although it is separated from New York by the bay and New Jersey by two different 

tidal straits, it has a relatively big population compared to other cities. On the contrary, its 

475,000 estimated people makes it the lowest of the five boroughs, which is astonishing 

considering it is the third largest with its 59 square miles of land. The latest information I was 

able to find came off of the 2010 census, where I found the following information: 75.7% of the 

residents of Staten Island are white. 10.6% are black or African American, and the remaining 

7.5% are Asian or American Indian. A few quick hit facts that come to mind when people think 

of Staten Island is that the movies Godfather, GoodFellas, and Big Daddy were all filmed there. 

More importantly, it is home to the Staten Island Yankees, the minor league affiliate of the ever-

so-famous New York Yankees.  

 The so called “Baby Bombers” were an interesting team to study because of their obvious 

relation to the New York Yankees. When running regressions and analyzing particular data, I 

tried to look at whether or not their attendance was significantly improved by this factor. Overall, 

I found that the Staten Island Yankees had a higher general attendance than other minor league 

affiliates. I ran a regression to see what factors led to this finding. Overall, as you can see in the 

picture below, factors such as opening day, the weather, and certain opponents led to different 

results in attendance.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It was rather interesting to see that when Staten Island faced Brooklyn, there was an 

increase in attendance. After researching their locations, it was evident that this had a major 

effect for a reason: they were only 40 minutes away from each other, and 20 if you take the ferry. 

As a fan of the New York Islanders, I remember buying tickets so often due to the convenience 

of being able to get to the stadium so easily. Obviously, Staten Island can’t choose their 

schedule, but at least they can anticipate a bump in attendance when Brooklyn comes to town.  

Another important factor was day of the week. I found that the games with the most 

attendance were found as the weekend approached. This makes sense because many people don’t 

have work/ tend to have more free time on a Friday night or even the following day on 

Saturdays.  After running continuous data through tableau, I was able to visualize the average 

attendance on each day of the week. Below you will see a graph that shows this representation:  

 

 

 



Clearly, there is a steep increase in average attendance as we get to Friday and Saturday. 

What stood out to me was that this data was insignificant while running my regression. That’s 

when I decided to take the data a step further. I began to run different tests for multicollinearity, 

heteroskedasticity, and autocorrelation. When running these tests, I found that there was neither 

multicollinearity nor heteroskedasticity. This was encouraging news, but unfortunately, I ran into 

autocorrelation. I found that there was autocorrelation by checking the Durbin-Watson stat, and 

after running the serial LM test, I had solved the issue.  After doing so, these were the results I 

had found:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Unfortunately, all of the data was insignificant. This leads me to my suggestions for the Staten 

Island Yankees, things they can improve upon to help them maintain a more consistent average 

attendance.  



 As we saw earlier, the weekend played a vital role in attendance for the Staten Island 

Yankees. This is a great starting point because I believe the team should start to focus more of 

their efforts on days during the week. If they can start to pick up where they lack, they can grow 

their attendance in a more dependable manner. After watching examples in class, I realized that 

it would be smart to mimic their cross-borough counterparts (Brooklyn) and simply run more 

giveaways. Throughout the course of the season, the Staten Island Yankees did not have more 

than one per every two weeks. As for Brooklyn, the more they ran their giveaways, the more 

attendance was helped. Sometimes using other teams as inspiration can spark your own clubs’ 

profits, which I think is a tactic that the Staten Island Yankees should employ.  

 In conclusion, the Staten Island Yankees certainly benefit from their location and 

affiliation with the New York Yankees, but there is much to be desired when it comes to 

increasing their attendance throughout the year. By using data to their advantage they can find 

ways to turn the dog days of the season into a successful, prosperous term.  


